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Geomate.jr GPS Cheat Sheet

At a Glance
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Cool Logo
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Select the NEXT Cache

View Cache ID

Mark a Cache as FOUND

Store a HOME Location

Navigate HOME

View Current Position
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Educache™ Containers

For most of the lessons, you will be hiding items or messages in containers (a.k.a. Educache™). The most 
important thing about the container is that you do not want it to be easily noticed. This is for the sake of the 
students (so it is not too easy for them to find), but you also do not want a non-student finding it and thinking it 
is garbage or tampering with it in any way ruining the experience for your students. A container should be fairly 
small and somewhat camouflaged. It can be camouflaged by its surroundings (i.e. shrubs, trees, bark, mulch, and 
so on) or, you can use camouflage (green or otherwise) tape to wrap around smaller containers to make them 
look more natural, like they “fit in” with the surrounding environment. Listed bere are a few ideas of what you 
can use to hide items.

Plastic film canisters – Go to your nearest 
photo lab or grocery store photo counter 
and simply tell them you are an educator 
and need these for a project. They will most 
likely give you a bagful!

Use your 
imagination 
to come up with 

more container 
ideas!

Mint and Gum Containers – Look for plastic 
mint and gum containers that would be able to 
hide small messages, then paint them or wrap 
them in camouflage tape.

A word about 
School Safety:
Be sure you secure your building admin-
istrator’s permission regarding the hiding 
of containers on the school grounds. When 
speaking with the principal, be very spe-
cific about what types of containers you 
will be using, along with Educaching™ 
labels attached in case an outsider finds a 
container by mistake. The last thing you 
want or need is for someone in the com-
munity to be alarmed by finding a myste-
rious container while walking on school 
property. You can avoid this by being 
straightforward with the school staff and 
maybe even local police so that there are 
no surprises about what you are hiding.
Also, it is a good idea to be straightfor-
ward with your students that you and only 
you have permission to hide containers at 
school. Many students might be excited 
about the concept and may try to hide their 
own containers on school grounds. This 
is not safe or acceptable, and the students 
need to know that you will be doing all the 
placement of educaches.

Hide-A-Key containers – For an interesting 
twist, there are some great “fake rock” 
containers on the market that hide something 
small, like a key. This could get pricy to buy 
several, but it would be fun to have one or 
two and see what the students do when they 
stumble upon it!

Plastic food containers with lids – Coming 
in all shapes and sizes, these containers might 
be just what you need for hiding a variety of 
items.

Plastic zip-style baggies – These, of course, 
are very affordable, waterproof, and can be re-
used. Be careful that there is something heavy 
enough in them that they won’t blow away!

Waterproof match container – These can 
be bought at little cost in the camping section 
of many stores and are perfect for hiding tiny, 
rolled up notes. 

1. Login at www.mygeomate.com    

2. Go to Geomate.jr Updates

3. Click on Custom Cache tab

4. Click on Create a New List

5. Name the list A pop-up box 
appears. Note. the name can only be 
letters or numbers with no spaces.

6. Adding Waypoints.
Now that you have named the List, 
it is time to add the waypoints! 
Click on the box Add Geocache.

7. Adding Waypoints Details.
This is where you add in all the details 
of your waypoint.

A. Cache ID. A unique identifier for each cache

B. Latitude and Longitude

C. Rate the size

D. Rate the terrain

E. Rate the difficulty to find

F. Press ‘Preview’ to check the location on the map

8. Click Add Geocache to List. 
To add additional waypoints repeat 
from step 6. 

9. Connect your Update Kit to the computer and 
Geomate.jr. Switch on the Geomate.jr then press the UPDATE button!

Loading Custom Waypoints into the Geomate.jr

Start Here!

Don’t worry... loading your waypoints into the Geomate.jr couldn’t be easier. Just follow the steps 
on this cheat sheet and you and your students will be up and running in no time! 

You will need:
Your WAYPOINTS - find out how to locate them in the Geomate.jr User Guide (Pg.24) found in the appendix 
of the Educaching Teacher Manual. A COMPUTER with INTERNET, an UPDATE KIT, and your GEOMATE.JR.
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